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Agenda
Unlike gradual evolution of retail experience brought about by usual market processes, COVID-19 crisis has 

accelerated its pace overnight, thereby sharply widening the gap between digitally-ready retailers and 
others. 

Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR), referred as digital reality technologies, are among the critical 
digital tools that would soon be “must-have” for the retail industry. In this report, we look at why and some 

retailers are adopting digital reality technologies and what it means for others:

The Why? The How? What’s Next?

• How are major retailers 
acquiring AR/VR capabilities?

• Which retail segments will 
benefit the most with AR/VR?

• What are the examples of 
leading retailers deploying 
AR/VR?

• Why digital strategy is now 
core to success in retail?

• Why AR/VR or digital reality 
technologies play a key role in 
overall digital strategy?

• Why COVID-19 will accelerate 
AR/VR adoption?

• What is the board approach to 
developing a digital strategy?

• Why now might be the right 
time to invest in AR/VR?
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The Why: Shareholders are rewarding digitally-enabled resilience

Source: RocSearch Analysis

Digital is no longer a ‘good-to-have’, but ‘table stakes’ for retail; Ocado and Amazon, 
have seen their stock grow by 40% and 25% this year, while others have flailed.
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Digital Champions: 
Stock price grew 
more than 20%

Digital Challengers: 
Stock price grew by 
up to 20%

Resilient Legacy 
Leaders: Stock price 
fell less than 20%

Challenged Legacy 
Leaders: Stock price 
fell more than 20%

Stock Price Performance of Select Top Retailers
(Change since to 2nd Jan 2020)

Fully-digital retailers 
experience hypergrowth 
during crisis.

Companies that made 
significant investments in 
technology prior to crisis.

Traditional giants that are 
moderately stressed due 
to crisis.

Traditional giants are 
significantly stressed due 
to the crisis. 
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The Why: Digital Reality (AR/VR) central to overall digital strategy
Leading retailers such as IKEA, Lowe’s and Walmart are differentiating themselves by 
providing their consumers advanced AR/VR-based digital reality experiences.

Source: RocSearch Analysis; Company Websites

IN STORE
NAVIGATION

PERSONALIZED
EXPERIENCE

IMMERSIVE
PRODUCT
CATALOG

Zara AR app works in stores in conjunction 
with outfit displays and window displays, 
offering real-time experiences

Walgreens uses AR technology that allows 
users to navigate to specific products in a 3D 
experience, inside the store

L'Oréal enables customers to put 
on makeup virtually using smart 
devices or scan a product into the 
in-store app to try it virtually

Lowe's apps turn a user's phone 
camera into a virtual measuring 
stick to measure the various 
household dimensions

IKEA Place app enables customers to scan 
their living rooms and choose from a 
catalogue of furniture, placing them virtually

Wayfair’s app uses AR to select a product 
from the online catalog and overlay its 3D 
digital version

Footwear Groceries Makeup Furniture Clothing Jewellery
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The Why: Digital Reality (AR/VR) central to overall digital strategy
AR/VR-based digital reality can transform a range of elements of consumer experiences: in-
store navigation, product information, personalization, among others.

Source: RocSearch Analysis; Company Websites

GAMIFICATION

PRODUCT
INFORMATION

HOME IN-STORE
EXPERIENCE
(TRY BEFORE YOU
BUY)

Nike China introduced a game, based on VR to 
test Nike’s Epic React shoes in stores

Walmart developed an AR app for entertaining 
and engaging customers while they are 
shopping 

American Apparel’s AR app allows 
customers to scan signs in-store 
and pull up product information

Amazon AR View allows Amazon 
app to project computer-
generated images of products in 
their living space via AR

Footwear Groceries Makeup Furniture Clothing Jewellery

Sephora’s Virtual Artist app scans the person’s 
face and lets them try on different looks or 
products

The Dulux Visualizer app allows customers to 
envision their entire home with different 
colors in real-time
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The Why: COVID-19 will further accelerate AR/VR adoption
Deployment of 5G and increasing smart device adoption were key pre-COVID-19 drivers; 
mobility restrictions due to COVID-19 will further accelerate adoption.

Source: RocSearch Analysis

PRE-CRISIS FACTORS DRIVING AR/VR GROWTH IN RETAIL

Increasing 
Smartphone 

Adoption

Significant 
R&D 

Investments

5G Network 
Technology

PRE-CRISIS CHALLENGES TO THE GROWTH

High Setup 
Cost

Lack of 
Effective User 

Experience

Privacy of 
Software

Image 
Latency

REALITY
DIGITAL

THE ANTICIPATED ADOPTION ACCELERATION POST-COVID-19

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Scenario after COVID-19

If COVID-19 had not occurred
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The Why: E-commerce is fast transforming into V-commerce

Source: RocSearch Analysis

• AR/ VR platforms are significantly taking the e-
commerce industry to another level and 
transforming the ways in which businesses function

• Giants, such as Amazon and Alibaba have already 
adopted the technology setting examples for other 
e-commerce players

• Adopting the technology will enable e-commerce 
companies to increase product confidence among 
customers by providing real-life shopping experience 
with augmented inventory visuals

• Digital reality and e-commerce are closely associated 
as both are real-world experiences that have been 
digitally replicated

• Thus, an e-commerce player can effectively use the 
platform as a marketing device

AR/VR experience is providing smaller e-commerce players a disruptive competitive edge, 
enabling them to compete with much larger established retailers. 

LOW HANGING FRUITS FOR E-COMMERCE PLAYERS

Implement VR with Web System

WebXR API enables apps to connect 
with VR devices such as Oculus Rift, 
HTC Vive, Google Cardboard in the web 
browser

After the integration VR devices can be 
detected

VRdirect Solution for E-commerce Mobile Apps

VRdirect provides a solution to create and publish VR 
apps easily on VR enabled devices such as smartphones 
or supported web browsers

Users can be navigated to their VRdirect mobile 
or Oculus Go App using a QR code scanner

Building VR Catalog

Building a VR catalog will help users to visualise the 
products, that can allow the businesses to easily get 
increased orders, which will transform the businesses to a 
new level and increase the interaction with their customers
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The How: AR/VR not meant for all the retail segments

Source: RocSearch Analysis

A digital strategy should be cognizant that digital reality can impact furniture, automotive 
and beauty segments more than other segments. 

SUITABILITY

CURRENT
STATE

GROWTH
POTENTIAL

FURNITURE
AUTOMOTIVE

& PARTS BEAUTY
TOYS & 
GAMES

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE

CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS

APPAREL

& FOOTWEAR
BOOKS, VIDEO

& MUSIC
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The How: Case Study of Alibaba’s AR/VR Adoption
Alibaba is leveraging Augmented and Virtual Reality to transform the shopping experience

Source: RocSearch Analysis; Company News Releases; Ecommerce Strategy China

In March 2019, Alibaba acquired an Israeli 
startup InfinityAR; its technology can turn 
a device into an augmentation platform, 
using basic and reasonable hardware

Alibaba’s venture into AR and VR started 
in 2016, when it invested in Magic Leap, 
an augmented reality startup

In 2016, it also set up a research lab in 
China to work on ways of incorporating 
virtual reality into its e-commerce 
platform

Augmented and Virtual Reality are a part 
of Alibaba’s portfolio of technology 
investments

ALIBABA’S INITIATIVES

• A complete VR shopping 
experience, aimed to let 
customers buy things in 
virtual reality

• Buy+ allows customers to 
browse items in a virtual 
mall, as if they were walking 
through the physical 
structure

• The system is integrated with 
Alipay and the customers can 
make real-time purchases

Buy+ Taobao Buy

• In partnership with Microsoft 
HoloLens, Alibaba launched Taobao 
Buy, an app that integrates shopping 
experience with AR technology to 
bring 3D versions of products into 
the real world

• It is the first application of Mixed 
Reality (MR) technology in the 
consumer sector

• All items put into the shopping cart 
will be synced with users’ Taobao 
account on their phones

Beauty AR Tech for Tmall

• Alibaba partnered with Perfect 
Corp., an augmented reality beauty 
company, to integrate its YouCam 
virtual try-on technology into Tmall 
and Taobao platforms

• Shoppers can use AR technology to 
try make-up products such as 
lipstick, blush, and eyeliner before 
purchasing them

• The objective is to increase Tmall 
and Taobao sales with improved 
customer satisfaction
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The How: Case Study of L’Oreal and Ikea’s AR/VR Adoption

Source: Digital Trends; Company Websites

IKEA and L'Oréal have leveraged digital reality to provide personalized experiences to the 
users

• IKEA introduced IKEA Place application that allows users to scan 
products from its furniture catalogue and help them visualize how 
furniture products will look when placed in their own homes

• As a result in 2017, a record 2.3 billion people visited IKEA online

• Shoppers can virtually place about 3,200 IKEA products within their 
homes

• Users can test IKEA's products in real time through Apple iOS 11’s 
ARKit technology

• The application automatically scales products, based on room 
dimensions, with 98% accuracy

IKEA PLACE APP

• Nail Genius and Makeup Genius apps allow customers to use their 
smartphone cameras to snap pictures of themselves and apply 
virtual L'Oréal products onto the image using AR and VR platforms

• In March 2018, the company acquired Modiface to expand the AR 
experience in its beauty products

• Digital services guide consumers and help them choose the right 
products for them, that is, provide targeted advice to the 
customers

• The app scans a product in-store to try and test it virtually, with 
realistic results

MAKEUP GENIUS APP
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The How: Major retailers take the acquisition route to adoption

Source: RocSearch Analysis, Company Press Releases

Over the last decade, many retailers have made a series of tech acquisitions as part of their 
larger digital strategy to acquire and adopt necessary, differentiated tech capability.

May 2020

VR-based startup 
company

April 2020

3-D and visual AI 
developer

March 2019

Software-based AR 
engine developer

October 2018

AR Beauty Tech 
company

April 2018

Computer vision 
startup for AI and 
3-D imaging

March 2018

AR and AI Beauty 
Tech company
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What’s Next: Do not let a crisis go to waste

Source: RocSearch Analysis; Crunchbase

Pre-crisis trend of growing valuations of Digital Reality would likely slow down for a limited 
period, making it right time for retailers to consider investments in the sector.

Immersive 3-D imaging 
technology 

$ 71.4 Mn

AI applications based on 
computer vision 

technology

$ 41 Mn $ 36.1 Mn

3-D simulation software 
for retail

Virtual fitting room 
service for fashion 

retailers 

$ 32.4 Mn

Beauty and makeup 
solutions using AR and 

AI

$ 25 Mn

Intelligent visual support 
solution powered by AI 

and AR

$ 23.5 Mn

3-D scanning solutions 

$ 17.5 Mn $ 13.7 Mn

3-D product 
visualization platform 

Platform for publishing, 
discovering, and sharing 

3-D renderings

$ 12 Mn

3-D imaging and AR 
platform 

$ 11.5 Mn
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What’s Next: A diverse tech landscape to choose from

Source: RocSearch Analysis

Digital reality supplier landscape is a crowded field with giants and startups alike, providing 
opportunity for acquisitions as well as partnerships for tech adoption.

APPLICATION DEVELOPERSSOFTWARE VENDORS HARDWARE EQUIPMENT PROVIDERS

AUGMENTED
REALITY

VIRTUAL
REALITY
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About RocSearch

Business Enquiries – sales@rocsearch.com | General Enquiries – info@rocsearch.com | Webpage – www.rocsearch.com

RocSearch is a world-leader in 
customised Business Intelligence 
solutions with expertise in insight 
generating business, market and 
financial research and data analytics.

With over 50,000 research and advisory 
assignments successfully delivered to 
its loyal client base across the 
globe, RocSearch services Corporates, 
Investment and Professional Services 
Firms and Government organisations
spanning every industry and challenge.

RocSearch has consistently been ranked 
No.1 in strategy research and analytics 
services by multiple independent 
customer satisfaction surveys since its 
inception in 1999.
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About RocSearch
Please visit www.rocsearch.com for more details on the company.

Disclaimer

This document is proprietary to RocSearch and the information contained herein is confidential. Not without prior written
permission from RocSearch, may this document be reproduced, either in whole or in part, or disclosed to others outside your firm.

Whilst care and attention has been exercised in the preparation of this document, RocSearch does not accept responsibility for
any inaccuracy or error or any action taken in reliance on the information contained within. All warranties whether expressed or
implied by statute, law or otherwise are hereby disclaimed and excluded to the extent permitted by law.

In case of any questions on this document, please reply to the sender.
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